"The GRR Method": Companion Animals as Partners in Human Stress Management Through Grounding, Relating, and Reframing Skills

Abstract

With the advent of the COVID pandemic and associated stressors, there is an increased need for strategies to support mental health, stress management, and coping skills. ¹ The biopsychosocial benefits of human-animal interaction have been identified as a protective factor for mental health and stress during the pandemic. ² Through incorporating intentional interactions with companion animals in the use of three widely recognized evidence-based coping skills—grounding, relating, and reframing—the GRR Method is delineated as a coping strategy. The GRR Method


Introduction

Due to the emerging evidence base for the human biopsychosocial benefits associated with living with non-human companion animals\(^3\) (henceforth referred to as companion animals for brevity), companion animals are increasingly being recognized as potential partners in human health and

well-being. For instance, walking with a dog companion—a.k.a. “dog walking”—is being explored as an explicit health promotion activity in the United Kingdom. With the advent of the COVID pandemic and associated stressors, mental health concerns such as depression and anxiety have increased world-wide. The biopsychosocial benefits conveyed by animal companionship have been documented as a protective factor against pandemic-related stress and mental health concerns. Increased self-care via use of evidence-based and evidence-based coping and stress management skills has been widely encouraged and endorsed to help protect against pandemic-related mental health issues.

Through incorporating intentional interactions with companion animals in the use of three coping skills that are recognized and utilized across existing evidence-based mental health interventions—grounding, relating, and reframing—the GRR Method is proposed as a strategy for applying these skills through mutually beneficial partnership and purposeful interaction with a companion animal. The GRR Method has not been previously proposed
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or researched and does not entail the use of novel interventions/cop ing skills. Rather, the GRR Method is simply a way to proactively include companion animals in standard applications of existing human coping skills—grounding, relating, and reframing—for the purpose of enhancing both human and animal well-being.

Three Evidence-based Human Stress Management Skills: Grounding, Relating, and Reframing (GRR)

Grounding

Grounding is a long-standing coping skill used within numerous evidence-based mental health interventions for a wide range of adult and child populations struggling with trauma, mood, anxiety, disassociation, and other mental health symptoms. 

Physical/sensory grounding refers to deliberate actions that engage one's physical senses—seeing, hearing, smelling, tasting and touching—to help one reconnect to the physical body and the present time; it is considered a crucial coping technique in trauma intervention and is a key skill taught within an evidence-based practice called Dialectical Behavioral Therapy. For the purposes of the GRR Method, physical/sensory grounding will henceforth be referred to as grounding.

Najavts describes numerous ways to apply the skill of grounding, such as a person feeling the fabric of their clothing to engage their sense of touch, or alternately, to stroke their companion animal to engage their sense of touch, and note the sensations of the animal’s fur, warmth, and so forth. The GRR Method simply focuses on the activity of stroking one's companion animal, which is one of countless ways to employ standard grounding through sensory input. Researchers Oliva
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and Green\textsuperscript{13} exemplify this through a dog-assisted mindfulness intervention for adults, in which a standard mindfulness recording was used as a self-help intervention and participants were instructed to use their respective dog's fur as their focal point as they applied the mindfulness skill (rather than having each individual participant selecting a focal point of their choosing). Participants reported increased feelings of relaxation, happiness, and engagement both during and following the intervention.\textsuperscript{14} Gandenberger et al.\textsuperscript{15} noted that students at a residential/day treatment center experienced grounding through time spent with horses.

### Relating

“Relating” mentally to a previous positive association to evoke positive feelings in a stressful current situation is a second long-standing coping skill in the GRR Method. Mental imagery is typically the vehicle in which the positive association is represented and through which such relation occurs. Purposefully mentally focusing on an existing positive relationship with a person, animal, place, etc. to evoke related positive feelings exemplifies a strategic use of associations built through behavioral conditioning; conditioning is a foundational tool in behavior therapy approaches.\textsuperscript{16} Imagery and conditioning are widely used in behavior therapies to facilitate desired changes.\textsuperscript{17} Relating to positive associations embedded in mental imagery is a skill that is used in psychological interventions for adults\textsuperscript{18} and youth.\textsuperscript{19} The deliberate
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evoking of positive feelings through focusing on existing positive associations is also used as a stand-alone skill in evidence-based trauma intervention.\(^{20}\) Relating to mental representations of past positive associations to elicit positive feelings in the present will henceforth be referred to as *relating*.

Relating can entail what many anecdotally refer to as “going to my happy place,” in which a person mentally visualizes their favorite vacation spot and focuses on the feelings related to being there; relating to positive imagery is widely used as a coping skill.\(^{21}\) Alternatively, one could envision an image of cuddling with one’s companion animal and purposely evoke the associated positive feelings. The GRR Method again simply proactively proposes this companion animal-oriented application of “relating” out of one of many positive associations that a given person holds and may be able to evoke and relate positively to.

### Reframing

Reframing is a simplified approach to a core technique within Cognitive Therapy (CT) and Cognitive Behavioral Therapy (CBT) known as cognitive restructuring.\(^{22}\) CBT, which combines CT and behavior therapy, is considered an evidence-based practice used with adults and children for a range of mental health conditions including anxiety disorders\(^{23}\) and depressive disorders.\(^{24}\) Cognitive restructuring within CT entails systematically evaluating and challenging dysfunctional thoughts as part of a complex theoretically driven case formulation.\(^{25}\) When decoupled from CT and used as a stand-alone skill, cognitive restructuring has evidence of effectiveness in reducing mental health symptoms such as
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depression\textsuperscript{26}. While cognitive restructuring and reframing are used interchangeably to indicate use as a stand-alone skill, to make explicit the theoretical uncoupling from cognitive theory, term \textit{reframing} will be used henceforth.

Reframing has been referred to as “the art of talking to oneself,”\textsuperscript{27} as it involves a series of mental self-talk steps in which a person identifies a thought, evaluates the thought, and if appropriate chooses an alternate thought that is more helpful. The GRR Method proposes that this self-talk process of reframing simply be externalized and verbalized to one’s companion animal; while the animal will not understand the specific content, they will likely enjoy being talked to and provide an engaged and nonjudgmental “sounding board” for the reframing process.

A One Health approach that prioritizes both human and animal well-being is central to applying these three coping skills in partnership with a companion animal. Simply put, a One Health recognizes and builds upon the linkages between human, animals, and environmental well-being to improve outcomes that could not be achieved without such an integrative focus.\textsuperscript{28} The engagement of a companion animal in applications of grounding, relating, and reframing skills can be a source of enrichment and pleasurable interaction for that respective animal. However, as living autonomous beings, companion animals may not always be ready or willing to engage in such activities; identifying and respecting an animal’s cues is a crucial part of a One Health partnership that prioritizes both human and companion animal well-being.

\textbf{Companion Animal Welfare and the GRR Method}

\textbf{Companion Animals as Partners}

Our companion animals are typically bonded to us; we are frequently their primary source of attention and affection and responsible for their well-being. They often enjoy when we talk to, touch, play with, and otherwise interact in focused mutually enjoyable ways with them. At the heart of our relationships with companion animals
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is the mutuality and reciprocity we share with them. They are not robots or stuffed animals; their affection and attention are given to us of their own accord, and this is generally why it is meaningful (one notable exception being when robotic “pets” are used for some individuals with neurocognitive disorders who may not be able to distinguish between the robotic animal and living animals). Forcing companion animals to interact with us (outside of safety, veterinary, and other contexts in which it may be a requirement for the animal’s well-being) when they—for whatever reason—are choosing not to do so is potentially harmful to both the animal’s well-being and the quality of our relationship with the animal. In applying grounding, relating, and reframing skills through partnership with a companion animal, it is thus necessary to consider the notion of a partner as it pertains to a non-human animal.

The term partner in the GRR Method is meant to refer to one of two willing members of a pair who are mutually engaged in a shared activity. In order to be willing, each partner—human and non-human animal—must have a voice and a choice in whether to participate. Although the communication expressions vary by species, such as through body language, behaviors, vocalizations, etc., all companion animals do communicate to varying degrees. All companion animals are also individuals; each is a unique being with preferences, likes, dislikes, and so forth with regards to how they are petted and interacted with. For the GRR Method to afford mutual benefit to both the person and animal involved, it is necessary for the person to learn about and be responsive to their animal’s species-specific body language as well as their animal’s individual quirks and preferences. For instance, when my dog Henderson seeks a belly rub from a human, he sits down and lifts one of his front legs high to expose his chest and belly. Many people misunderstand and think he is attempting to “shake hands” when he is actually attempting to solicit pets.

If an animal indicates with avoidant behavior or lack of response that they are unwilling or unable to engage in a GRR Method-related interaction, a person can certainly proceed in applying the skill, without involving their animal. Forcing an animal—for example, pulling the animal, restraining the animal, or otherwise impeding the animal’s autonomy in the interaction—to assist with applying a coping skill violates the premise of a mutually beneficial partnership that is foundational to the GRR Method. A person experiencing a stressor and related stress reaction may not be in the best place to identify or honor an animal’s communication; if a person’s ability to do this is in question, it is best to proceed with application of the coping skills without companion animal involvement unless the animal explicitly engages with the person of their own volition.
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The GRR Method as an Animal Welfare/Enrichment Strategy

Knowledge on how human-animal relationships and interactions are experienced from the perspective of non-human animals is sparse; in part because of the cross-species data collection/comprehension barriers. Despite such barriers, to truly approach a relationship with an animal from a One Health partnership perspective—for the purpose of improving animal as well as human well-being—it is important to make efforts to understand the animal’s experiences, needs, and preferences, however imperfectly.

In their seminal paper, Rault et al.\textsuperscript{30} reviewed literature for indicators of a positive human-animal relationship from the perspective of the animal. They delineated that from the perspective of non-human animals, the mechanisms entailed in a positive human-animal relationship were habituation, associative learning, and attachment/bonding. Rault et al.\textsuperscript{31} identified the following positive indicators from the animal pertaining to the human-animal relationship: voluntary approach; spatial proximity (seeking closeness); species-specific signs of positive anticipation, pleasure, relaxation, and/or enjoying; and other species-specific indicators of a rewarding experience from interaction with humans.

The importance of providing the animal choice and control (consistent with the elements of animal consent discussed in the previous section of this paper) over whether and how to interact with humans is underscored as an important element of positive experience from the animal’s perspective.\textsuperscript{32} Rault and colleagues concluded that “overall, there is growing evidence in the scientific literature that a positive human-animal relationship can bring intrinsic reward to the animals and thereby benefit animal welfare.”\textsuperscript{33}

In the field of animal welfare, the term enrichment is used to refer to “the addition of stimuli or provision of choice that results in the improvement of animal well-being.”\textsuperscript{34} Companion animals and other domestic animals often seek out and appear to enjoy human company as a form of stimuli. Offering one’s companion
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animal the opportunity to participate in *grounding* by petting the animal and in relating by *talking* to the animal (as explicated via the GRR Method) offer enrichment for that animal, if the animal’s communication regarding whether or not the interaction is desired is recognized and heeded. “Animals may perceive interacting with humans per se as rewarding,” however, the animal’s autonomy within the interaction is a critical component.

**Understanding the GRR Method Skills in the Context of Human Stress Response**

Grounding, relating, and reframing skills each target aspects of human stress responses. The human Autonomic Nervous System (ANS) controls and regulates internal functions without any conscious recognition or effort, reflexively shifting states in response to stressors and safety input, without requiring conscious human awareness. While human responses to stress are physiologically complex, for the purposes of conceptually situating the GRR Method for everyday application, a simplified breakdown of the ANS stress response can be useful.

The ANS stress response can be delineated into three components, each with a corresponding mental “state.” These three components are: the Parasympathetic Nervous System (PNS); the Sympathetic Nervous System (SNS); and the Ventral Vagal Complex (VCC).

The PNS is referred to as the brake pedal for the ANS and is associated with the “freeze” state stress response. The Sympathetic Nervous System (SNS), in contrast, is the “fight or flight” state—associated with increased heart rate, respiration rate, and blood pressure—and helps mobilize the body’s energy to react; the SNS is also referred to as the “gas pedal” for our ANS. The least well-known part of the ANS is the VCC; the VVC is part of the PNS in social mammals; it is associated with a “social engagement” state; enabling humans to automatically calm in response
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to safety/soothing social cues from others (also known as co-regulation) or our- 
self (self-regulation).41 As social mammals, humans have this “social engagement” 
stress response as a strategy for dealing with stressors.42

To help facilitate adaptive stress responses when people experience stressors and 
mental health symptoms, numerous approaches have been developed and researched. 
Many of the stressors being faced in modern society, particularly those associat- 
ed with the pandemic, cannot be well resolved with fight or flight stress respons- 
es. Unfortunately, the “fight or flight” response remains a default stress response for 
humans, and when the limbic system is activated, it is difficult to access and fully 
utilize the pre-frontal cortex to problem solve.43 Similarly, when in the “freeze” state, 
it is difficult to access the pre-frontal cortex to rationally think about and problem 
solve an issue that is creating stress.44 The optimal accessing of the pre-frontal cortex 
occurs when a human is in a calm and alert state congruent with the “social engage- 
ment” ANS response.45 The three skills that comprise The GRR Method—grounding, 
relating, and reframing—have evidence of stand-alone utility in stress management.

Applying the GRR Method

Overview

To recapitulate, the GRR acronym stands for grounding, relating, and reframing. 
Within the GRR Method, the following definitions are used: grounding refers to 
actions that involving focusing one or more of our five senses in something in the 
immediate physical environment to help a person reengage with their physical body 
and the present time46; relating entails focusing on something or someone a person 
has an existing positive association with, in order to elicit the associated positive 
feelings47; and reframing involves identifying, evaluating, and adjusting (if neces- 
sary) one’s thoughts.48 These three skills are focused in the GRR Method for three
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reasons: firstly, these specific skills emerged through practice and anecdotal experiences and accounts as useful and amenable to incorporating animal participation; secondly, they each have substantive research support for use as stand-alone stress management strategies; and thirdly, each skills offers utility in addressing particular aspects of the human ANS stress response.

The Three Steps in the GRR Method

The first step in the GRR Method entails becoming explicitly aware of and acknowledging that one is experiencing a stressor in the present moment. To maximize the timing and helpfulness of a stress/coping skill, a person must be able to identify that they are currently experiencing something that is stressful. A simple mental statement to oneself that acknowledges the stressor—for example, “I’m feeling really stressed waiting for the results of my biopsy”—will suffice.

The second step in the GRR Method is to attempt to determine (to the extent possible depending on how one’s stress response is impacting one’s cognitive abilities) which of the three ANS stress response states one is currently in, for example, fight or flight, freeze, or social engagement. To recapitulate, in the fight-flight state, a person’s sympathetic nervous system “gas pedal” is pressed down and the person’s body is primed for rapid physical responses (e.g., running or physically fighting) to the stressor through heart rate acceleration and associated body reactions.49 When in the freeze state, the parasympathetic “brake pedal” is pressed down in the freeze state, the heart rate decelerates, and a person’s bodily functions are slowed and inhibited.50 When in the social engagement state, a person is able to calmly and cooperatively engage with others and oneself to logically problem solve to address stressors.51

The third step in the GRR Method is to select and use the GRR skill that best fits the body’s stress response, in collaboration with their companion animal (if the animal indicates willingness, see Companion Animals as Partners section). When in a freeze state, using the grounding skill via physical actions that engage one’s senses—seeing, hearing, seeing, tasting, and touching—is a commonly recommended strategy. In the fight-flight state, consciously mentally relating to someone or something that one holds a strong positive association toward—such as a companion animal—can help to self-sooth and calm oneself.52 The use of grounding and relating may help a person to shift into a social engagement state; in the social engage-
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ment state, a person can engage with themselves more readily do the higher-level thinking entailed in reframing their thoughts.\textsuperscript{53}

Using the GRR Method Skills

A companion animal can help to facilitate the application of grounding, relating, and reframing skills, and simultaneously be provided a positive and enriching interaction with a human; this is the central premise of the proposed GRR Method. Again, the willingness and ability of the companion animal to participate in the GRR Method is a crucial consideration. If the human's distress/stress response is negatively impacting the animal, this is definitely a reason to discard the GRR Method and use other coping strategies.

In doing \textit{grounding} activities, a companion animal can assist in sensory engagement in a range of ways that are helpful for the person and pleasant for the animal (assuming the animal is consenting); examples of this include but are not limited to:

- feeling the warmth of the animal's body,
- feeling the weight of the animal (if holding the animal or the animal is seated on the person),
- feeling the texture of the animal's fur (hair, scales, feathers, etc.),
- looking at the different colors on the animal's fur (hair, scales, feathers, etc.),
- watching and/or feeling and/or listening to the animal's breathing/the rise and fall of the animal's chest,
- sniffing the animal's fur,
- listening to the animal purr and feeling the purr vibrations (cats only).

Involving one's companion animal to use effectively use \textit{relating} skills entails an assumption that one holds a strong positive attachment/association to one's animal; if this is not the case, there will not be a pre-existing positive association to the companion animal from which to positively relate to. If in a place where the animal is not present while experiencing a fight-flight response, a person can mentally evoke their relationship with their companion animal to relate to associated positive emotions. Deliberately thinking of and holding the mental image or thought of a cherished companion animal in one's mind enables one to relate to and feel the positive feelings associated with the companion animal. If a person is actually in the presence of their animal, positive associations from a mental focus on the animal may be amplified with the animal's actual physical presence and positive interactions with the animal such as petting, playing, and/or talking to them.

\textsuperscript{53} Porges, “Polyvagal Theory.”
Reframing has been referred to as “the art of talking to yourself” and requires thinking explicitly about the content and accuracy of one’s own thoughts. When in the social engagement state, the prefrontal cortex part of the brain can be easily accessed to perform coping skills such that entail more intricate cognitive activity such as reframing. Simplified basic steps of reframing are as follows:
1. Identify the thought you are having when you are distressed.
2. Assess that thought. Is it true? Is it helpful?
3. Generate alternative thoughts that are both reasonable and positive.
4. Change your self-talk to incorporate alternative thought(s).

Reframing using the GRR Method entails following the above steps, but rather than mentally dialoging with oneself or writing the steps out, the person speaks aloud to their companion animal as they talk through the steps. Reframing via the GRR Method can thus be considered the art of talking to one’s companion animal.

A GRR Method Example

I (the author of the present text) am a cancer survivor, and, with much foreboding, get scanned every six months to check for recurrence. After my most recent scan, I felt anxious and identified the following automatic thought: “She [the radiology staff] was friendly and joking when I came in but looked sad and serious when I left. She saw something bad on my scan.”

When I returned home, I sat down on my couch and my small dog Henderson voluntarily jumped on my lap and remained there (thus demonstrating affiliative behavior, proximity seeking, and consent). I stated to Henderson: “Henderson, I am kind of freaking out. Here is what I was thinking in there: She [the radiology staff] was friendly and joking when I came in but looked sad and serious when I left. She saw something bad on my scan.” In keeping with basic reframing tenets, I asked myself and Henderson aloud whether my thoughts were true and whether they were helpful. I had no way of knowing if they were true at that time, but they certainly were not helpful thoughts for me. I then asked Henderson what other thoughts might be more helpful, and answered my own question, verbalizing my thoughts: “…maybe she thought of something she had to do or forgot to do that had nothing to do with me… she could have a headache or be tired or hungry and it started to hit her during my appointment… she didn’t tell me to wait while she called the doctor, that’s what happens when it’s bad, and that didn’t happen.” Henderson tilted his head and wagged his tail, then reached up and licked my cheek. At this point, I felt much less anxious.
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When Henderson jumped on my lap, he provided immediate grounding for me through his weight and warmth. My positive associations with him likewise helped to keep me in a calm enough emotional state to cognitively engage in reframing via talking aloud to Henderson.

Henderson did not have any content-specific responses to my monologue, but he evidenced canine-specific signals that he enjoyed being spoken to; for instance, he leaned his body against me, wagged his tail throughout our “conversation,” and occasionally licked my arm and face. Had I not externalized my dialogue with myself, I would have been internally focused rather than having a partially externally focused interaction that included Henderson and afforded him some enrichment/attention after I had been away from home (and him!) for several hours.

Conclusion and Future Directions

In sum, the GRR Method is a One Health strategy for applying existing evidence-based human coping skills in ways that proactively incorporate the human-animal bond, for the mutual benefit of the people and animals involved. Through companion animal involvement, it is also likely that biopsychosocial benefits of human-animal interaction (HAI) may augment the actual effectiveness of the skills entailed in the GRR Method. Beetz et al.\(^5\) proposed that the release of oxytocin mediates many of the benefits of human-animal interaction across physical, psychological, social, and emotional dimensions of human functioning, and refers to this as the stress-mediation response. Whether doing grounding skills entailing sensory engagement with one’s companion animal, mentally relating to the positive associations one has with one’s companion animal or talking aloud to one’s companion animal about one’s thoughts, it is likely that oxytocin and its associated benefits are moderating forces. The release of oxytocin (and associated benefits) can also occur in the companion animal during interactions with humans,\(^7\) and the animal may likewise experience the benefits associated with oxytocin release.


Future research is needed to examine how the benefits of companion animal interaction can augment evidence-based coping skills such as those in the GRR Method, as well as explore how inviting companion animals to partner with us in our mental health strategies can serve as a source of enrichment for animal welfare. When approached through a One Health lens, our relationships with companion animals offer continual opportunities to enhance both human and non-human animal well-being.
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